The Cole-Hopf transform is used to construct exact solutions to a generalization of both the seventh-order Lax KdV equation Lax KdV7 and the seventh-order Sawada-Kotera-Ito KdV equation Sawada-Kotera-Ito KdV7 .
Introduction
Many direct and computational methods have been used to handle nonlinear partial differential equations NLPDE's . Some methods used in a satisfactory way to obtain exact solutions to NLPDE's are inverse scattering method 1 , Hirota bilinear method 2, 3 , Backlund transformations 4 , Painlevé analysis 5 , Lie groups 6 , the tanh method 7 , the generalized tanh method 8, 9 , the extended tanh method 10-12 , the improved tanh-coth method 13, 14 , the Exp-function method 15-17 , the projective Riccati equation method 18 , the generalized projective Riccati equations method 19-24 , the extended hyperbolic function method 25 , variational iteration method 26, 27 , He's polynomials 28 , homotopy perturbation method 29 , and many other methods 30 . However, there is not a unified method that could be used to handle all NLPDE's; in this sense, the implementation of new methods or variants of the some well-known methods is relevant. The principal objective of this paper consists in obtaining exact traveling wave solutions which include periodic and soliton solutions to a particular case of the general seventh-order KdV KdV7 , which is a generalization of the seventh-order Sawada-Kotera-Ito SKI-KdV7 equation, by using a variant of the exp-function method. The general seventh-order KdV KdV7 equation 31 
Solutions to Generalized LSKI KdV7
In order to look for solutions to 2.7 , we will use the exp ansatz 
3.3
In particular, if r 1/2, equation 3.3 gives
3.4
Replacing μ with μ √ −1 gives the following periodic solutions:
3.5
On the other hand, if r −1/2, equation 3.3 gives
3.6
Replacing μ with μ √ −1 gives the following periodic solutions: 
Conclusions
We exhibited an equation that generalizes both seventh-order Lax equation and seventhorder Sawada-Kotera-Ito equation. At the same time, we obtained exact solutions to these equations with the aid of a Cole-Hopf ansatz. These same ideas are suitable for the seventhorder Kaup-Kupershmidt equation. We think that some of the solutions in this work are new in the open literature. We may apply other methods to find exact solutions to a variety of nonlinear PDE's. See 3, 12-52 .
